Objectives. Assess the impact of associating thrombolytics, anticoagulants, antiplatelets, and primary angioplasty (PA) on death, reinfarction (AMI), and major bleeding (MB) in STEMI therapy. Methods. Medline search was performed to identify randomized trials comparing these classes in STEMI treatment, at least 500 patients, providing death, AMI, and MB rates. Similar arms were grouped. Correlation between number of drugs and PA and the outcomes was evaluated, as well as correlation between the year of the study and the outcomes. Results. Fifty-nine papers remained after exclusions. 404.556 patients were divided into 35 groups of arms. There was correlation between the number of drugs and rates of death ( = −0.466, = 0.005) and MB ( = 0.403, = 0.016), confirmed by multivariate regression. This model also showed that PA is associated with lower mortality and increased MB. Year and period of publication correlated with the outcomes: death ( = −0.380, < 0.001), MB ( = 0.212, = 0.014), and AMI ( = −0.231, = 0.009). Conclusion. The increasing complexity of STEMI treatment has resulted in significant reduction in mortality along with increased rates of MB. Overall, however, the benefits of treatment outweigh the associated risks of MB.
Introduction
Approximately 1.7 million people are hospitalized annually in the United States of America due to acute coronary syndromes (ACS), with almost one-quarter of cases showing ST-elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) [1] . Its physiopathology is closely related to thrombus formation (after a complex process that culminates in platelet adhesion, activation and formation of platelet cluster) and activation of the coagulation cascade, over unstable atherosclerotic plaques [2, 3] . With the evolution of STEMI treatment, drugs acting on these mechanisms: antiplatelet, anticoagulant, and thrombolytic therapies have been extensively tested in numerous studies, in different doses and associations, often in conjunction with interventional techniques, with significant reduction of morbi-mortality. However, there was also a marked increase in major bleeding rates, that is, difficult to measure objectively due to the lack of a standardized methodology for this purpose [4] . Besides this, drug associations not adequately tested in large trials have been incorporated by international guidelines [5] [6] [7] .
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Given the broad spectrum of clinical outcomes (with different definitions) and the heterogeneous criteria for adverse events (specially bleeding) reported in the numerous published studies, it's very difficult to estimate the real clinical benefit of each drug class for STEMI treatment. Pooled analysis of a significant number of studies is necessary, taking into account all the heterogeneity among them, in order to quantitatively evaluate the overall risk and benefit of the progressive addition of of drugs over time. A systematic review with quantitative approach may be a useful tool for this purpose, with its ability to incorporate the methodological issues observed [8, 9].
Objectives
To evaluate, by systematic review with quantitative analysis, the impact of the progressive addition of drug classes (thrombolytics, anticoagulants, and antiplatelets) and primary angioplasty (PA) on death, reinfarction (AMI), and major bleeding (MB) rates in patients with STEMI.
Materials and Methods
Initially, a search was performed in Medline and Cochrane databases looking for articles with similar objectives and methodology. No similar publications were found.
A systematic medline search was performed using the MeSH terms: Acute [ 
All Fields] AND myocardial infarction/therapy [Mesh Terms] AND (("1"[EDAT]: 2009/12/31 [EDAT]) AND humans [MeSH Terms] AND (English[lang] OR Spanish[lang] OR Portuguese[lang]) AND Randomized Controlled Trial[ptyp] AND adult[MeSH Terms])
, to identify randomized trials in English and Spanish that compared drugs and interventional techniques for the acute treatment of STEMI.
Paper selection criteria were (1) randomized trials involving human adults and (2) comparing drugs in the treatment of STEMI: thrombolytics, antiplatelets, and anticoagulants. Studies comparing thrombolytics and PA were included. (3) Sample size: minimum 500 patients (defined to reduce inaccuracies in adverse events estimates and bias derived from published trials with reduced quality and power [10] ) and (4) death, AMI and MB rates in the time frame closest to 30 days adequately provided.
The following aspects were observed: (a) defined inclusion criteria, sample selection explained, adequate description of diagnostic criteria, clinical and demographic characteristics and inclusion of all eligible patients; (b) objectives and results presented without explicit bias; (c) clinical variables clearly defined, including technical details of the treatments employed, clear definition of adverse cardiovascular events, and the bleeding criteria; (d) adequate statistical analysis with adjustment for all important factors.
Exclusion criteria were (1) nonrandomized studies; (2) studies with different scopes; (3) studies comparing interventions other than those mentioned, (4) studies involving only non-ST elevation acute coronary syndromes.
Article selection was independently done by two researchers (BRN and MRS), in three stages: (a) exclusion by title, (b) exclusion by abstract, and (c) exclusion by full text reading. Discrepancies were solved in consensus. Inclusion of additional data, provided by authors or contributors, was allowed as well as evaluation of related articles, editorials, and subanalyses.
After the final selection, demographic methodological, and clinical data were tabulated. Clinical outcomes and bleeding criteria were tabulated according to the trial's definitions. In some articles, when bleeding criteria were not explicit, we considered criteria previously reported in relevant publications.
Study arms were grouped by similarity, according to the association of therapeutic classes: aspirin (ASA), thienopyridines (TP), unfractionated heparin (UFH), low molecular weight heparin (LMWH), glycoprotein IIbIIIa (GPI), direct thrombin inhibitors (DTI), non fibrin-specific thrombolytics (streptokinase and urokinase-KS), fibrin-specific thrombolytics (FS), and PA. The class was considered when, in the arm, at least 50% of patients had received it. A regrouping was also carried out ("pure" groups), and the classes were considered when at least 85% of patients received them, with maximum contamination of 30% of drugs that were not part of the group's therapeutic regimen.
Statistical Analysis
We performed indirect comparisons between similar study arms [11] . Using the software Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 16.0.1 (IBM, Copyright 2007) a correlation (Spearman's test) between the number of drug classes and the clinical outcomes (death, AMI, and MB) was performed. We also tested the correlation between the year of the study's publication and the outcomes of interest. For this analysis, we considered the year of publication, and we also grouped the trials into five time periods The outcomes of the groups of study arms submitted to PA were compared with those not submitted by means of nonparametric tests. All the analysis was also performed for the "pure" groups. Additionally, a binomial multivariate regression model was adjusted, considering the number of classes used and PA as independent variables and death, AMI, and MB as outcomes, with the SAS/STAT Software, version 9.2 (Copyright SAS Institute Inc., Gary, NC, USA). A latent variable was inserted in this model to outweight the heterogeneity between trials, and the arms were weighted by sample size. A value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
The search initially returned 2,313 articles. After the initial exclusion, 607 abstracts were selected, and 148 articles remained for full text reading, after which 59 articles were Similarly, comparing the proportions of these outcomes between the groups in which PA was performed with the groups not submitted to intervention, the first had significantly lower mortality (3.98 ± 1.81 × 7.56 ± 2.45, = 0.001) and a higher rate of MB (5.71 ± 5.22 × 1.64 ± 1.46, = 0.006), with similar AMI rates ( = 0.286). The findings were similar for the "pure" arms.
Multivariate Regression Model.
The adjusted multivariate regression model showed negative association between the number of drugs used and mortality ( = −0.233, < 0.001) and positive association between this number and the rates of MB ( = 0.405, = 0.012). In addition, PA also had negative association with death ( = −1.605, < 0.001) and positive association with MB ( = 2.251, = 0.039). This data confirms the correlation's findings. However, in the presence of PA, the odds ratio for mortality reduction by the addition of one drug class loses significance, suggesting additional benefit of intervention. Similarly in the MB model, although there is association between the number of drugs and PA with this outcome, in patients undergoing PA the effect of the addition of a drug class on MB rates loses significance. In all models, the effect of the latent variable was significant, meaning significant heterogeneity between trials ( Table 3) .
The outcome AMI did not have significant association with the number of drugs ( = 0.036, = 0.550) and the performance of PA ( = 0.629, = 0.197) similarly to the correlation models.
Correlation: Year and Period of Publication and Adverse
Events. The year of publication had a statistically significant correlation with the three outcomes assessed: death ( = −0.380, < 0.001), AMI ( = −0.231, = 0.009), and MB ( = 0.212, = 0.014) (Figure 3) . Similarly, the five periods in which the publication years were grouped (weight = 1 for every five years) had a statistically significant correlation with the rates of these three outcomes (resp., = −0.325, < 0.001, = −0.236, = 0.007, = 0.214, = 0.013). Considering only the 21 groups of "pure" arms, the correlation remained statistically significant for death ( = −0.272, = 0.010) and AMI ( = −0.366, = 0.001) but not for MB.
Discussion
Since the first studies involving the treatment of STEMI, there has been debate about the "risk versus benefit" of prescribing drugs that are potentially related to coagulation. In the first large-scale studies [49, 73, 74] , the measurement of this net benefit was simpler, since the reduced number of classes involved made individual effects on major adverse events easier to evaluate. Besides this, considering that STEMI was a disease practically without specific treatment, the clinical benefit of introducing the first antiplatelets and reperfusion strategies [49, [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] was clearly relevant.
As treatment regimens became more complex, drug interaction started to play a role in this scenario and so did the large variability of doses tested (and their adjustment to specific populations), making it progressively more difficult to compare drug classes. We opted to perform indirect comparisons as a way to estimate numerically the effect of adding therapies, by grouping heterogeneous arms of studies, The correlation between number of drugs used and the reduction of mortality and the correlation between this outcome and the year/period of publication of the study are in accordance with previously published data [82] . Graphically, there seems to be a trend towards greater reduction of mortality rates compared to MB (Figures 2 and 3) , indirectly suggesting that the clinical benefit may still be overlapping the increasing bleeding risk. This balance, however, is probably close to its limit. The significantly lower mortality in the groups submitted to PA confirms its well-known additional benefit that might hide a possible near-equivalence between mortality reduction and increased bleeding associated with thrombolysis. This hypothesis is reinforced by a significant loss of interaction between the number of drugs and mortality in the presence of PA.
Although there are specific recommendations for the definition of bleeding events [83] , we observed a large number of criteria, some of which developed for specific trials (Table 2) , often with prognostic accuracy not well established [84] . Despite this heterogeneity, a considerable number of studies used two of the most accepted criteria-TIMI and GUSTO [60, 72] : the first is essentially based on laboratory data, while the second relies on clinical observations and seems to have a greater prognostic value [85] . However, it does not appear to be a trend towards standardization in the most recent large-scale trials [20, 86, 87] . This lack of standardization, besides making it more difficult to compare the safety of therapeutic strategies, raises critical questions about the possible adjustment of specific criteria, aiming to favor the results of a drug class under evaluation.
There's a temporal trend towards increased rates of MB, related to the increasing complexity of therapies (number of drugs), currently averaging around 3-4% (Figures 2 and  3) . Given the known relationship of bleeding complications with prognosis [84, 88] , we must be aware of this fact, since some associations recommended by guidelines [5] [6] [7] were systematically tested only in separate [23, 39, 45, 56].
Considering that part of the cumulative benefit over mortality may be related to the advent of PA (as pointed out by the the regression model), in the arms that used thombolyticsagents with potential bleeding effect-there, may be a trend to nullify the net benefit. On the other hand, this hypothesis is counterbalanced by the observed association between PA and increased MB: in its presence, the effect of adding one class of drug on bleeding complications becomes not significant. One must also consider that PA became a routine procedure when more aggressive antiplatelet and anticoagulant strategies were already established.
Previously published data showed significant bias related to the risk profile of randomized and nonrandomized patients in large studies, besides the fact that the inclusion of unpublished studies may improve the accuracy of risk estimates [89, 90] . The compilation of a large volume of data, including studies with a considerable sample size (>500 patients), may dilute these biases, but they should be considered when analyzing the external validity of the review.
Despite these considerations, the trend towards mortality reduction and increased MB as drugs were added over time are plausible and consistently demonstrated by two different analytic models. This review highlights the need for standardization of the methodology for assessing MB complications in randomized trials, as recommended by the literature, in order to make possible accurate inferences about the risk/benefit profile of drug associations.
Limitations
The main limitations of this analysis are related to the methodology of systematic reviews and metaanalysis with indirect comparisons itself. Qualitatively, one should note the different eras of clinical research covered by the publications (1985 to 2009), which itself accounts for the great methodological discrepancies, related to sample selection and allocation, study design, definitions of outcomes and clinical endpoints and follow-up strategies. Besides that, the results may also be influenced by the wide variability of MB definitions and the great heterogeneity of drug associations, doses, and regimens. Similarly, the techniques and results of PA have significantly improved over the decades covered by this review. Such differences make secondary data analysis even more susceptible to bias and the direct comparison between groups methodologically impossible.
For this reason, indirect comparisons were performed between groups. This methodology can be applied when arms of studies with different therapeutic schemes are found. At the cost of loss of the randomization effect, with this approach it is possible to obtain an estimate without treatment effect bias, even if treatment and control arms differ in their baseline characteristics, as observed in this heterogeneous sample of trials [11, 81] . However, in the adjusted models, a weight = 1 was attributed to all drug classes, which must be carefully interpreted, since the benefit/harm profile of the drugs may vary and cannot be precisely estimated. Thus, no extrapolations can be made about the effect of each specific class nor about the odds for adverse events in a specific therapeutic scheme.
Conclusion
This systematic review with quantitative analysis demonstrated a negative association between the number of classes of drugs used for the acute treatment of STEMI and mortality rates and a positive association with MB. From the perspective of the main trials involving STEMI treatment, the optimal therapy recommended by guidelines is in the boundary of clinical benefit, with mortality rates currently around 5%, at the expense of increasing bleeding complications, apparently of lesser magnitude up to this point. Our findings depict numerically subjective observations: it seems that the net clinical benefit still outweighs the bleeding risk. Additional studies and metaanalysis with individual associations are necessary to clearly estimate the benefit of specific therapies, especially in complex associations.
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